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Summary
model-traits is a C++ library for setting up scientific models and computational analysis. It
provides a minimal API for applying boundary conditions (or other attributes) to the geometry
of a model. model-traits can either be used directly as a library, or can be used to generate
input files for an existing analysis code. The library design is optimized to make adding new
input and output file formats easy and maintainable without patching the core library.
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Statement of need
Setting up scientific simulations is often a time consuming process that typically requires hand
crafting input files. Most analysis codes take a mesh-first approach to model setup, and mesh
storage. When setting up a model for analysis this typically means that the user will have to
recreate the input deck for any change in the mesh even if the desired boundary conditions
are identical. This problem also exists with many commercial FEM codes such as Abaqus and
LS-Dyna (Hallquist, 2006; Smith, 2009).
The essence of the problem is that the mesh is the wrong level of abstraction to apply
boundary conditions. This problem also exists with respect to using a mesh-first approach
to mesh databases. Many modern meshing databases such as PUMI (Ibanez et al., 2016)
and MeshSim (Simmetrix Inc. - Mesh Generation, Geometry Access, n.d.) have shown that
for many operations model geometry is a preferable level of abstraction and therefore they
store the relationship between a mesh’s entities and the geometric model topology (Beall &
Shephard, 1997). This relationship allows for much more robust mesh adaption that can
correctly refine the mesh to better approximate the geometric model.
model-traits takes this geometry-first approach to applying various traits on the model such
as boundary conditions, solver settings, and other data that is necessary to run an analysis.
It is designed as an open source alternative to the model attribute definition provided in the
Simmetrix GeomSim package (O’bara et al., 2002). Kitware also develops an open source
tool for model attribute definition called the Simulation Modeling Toolkit (SMTK) (O’Bara,
2015; O’Leary, 2014). The design of SMTK uses a deep inheritance hierarchy which makes
its use challenging for users who have limited experience with the SMTK codebase. The goal
for SMTK’s design is also broader, encompassing GUI model setup and a general interface
for 3rd party CAD kernels. The model-traits library is more narrowly focused on the
association between a given model trait and a geometric model topological entity. Although
model-traits does not provide an interface for any CAD kernels, CAD types, such as
a pointer to a CAD kernel’s face topological object, can pass through the library without
modification through a templated interface. A typical use case is to use two integral types
to denote a geometric entities dimension and unique ID rather than explicitly using a CAD
kernel in the analysis code.
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In model-traits templates and type erasure are used to help limit class inheritance. This
allows for a relatively simple API, but also affords extension without modification of the core
library. For example, readers and writers of third party model attribute data can be written
without any library modifications, generic geometry types can be used through the templated
interface, and any serializable expression types can be used through type erasure.

Features
The goal of the software design is to maintain a simple-to-use API while providing user
extensibility. This is accomplished by using only two conceptual types of data and two means
of interaction. Thinking of the model attributes as being stored in a directed acyclic graph
(DAG), this means there are two types of nodes and two graph representations. The nodes
of the graph can either be a category, or a model trait (attribute). Category nodes can have
a name (string) and a type (string) and can point to other categories and model traits. For
example, an analysis may have multiple cases. Each case is represented by a category node
where the type is “case” and the name is anything that is useful for the analyst such as
“uniaxial extension.” Model traits appear at the leaves of the graph and are the data that is
associated with a given geometric type. These two node types can be seen in figure Figure 1
and Figure 2.
The first graph representation, shown in Figure 1 and also called the unassociated graph,
is optimized for building a model where it is important to be able to add a single attribute
definition to multiple geometric entities at a time. The associated representation of the graph,
shown in Figure 2, is optimized for geometric entity lookup, which is typically done during the
setup phase of an analysis case to be executed by a selected code.
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Figure 1: Unassociated graph representation of an example multiscale finite element simulation.
Node types are listed on all nodes. If a node has an optional name it is surrounded in quotations.
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Figure 2: Associated Graph representation of the “uniaxial compression” analysis case. Node types
are listed on all nodes. If a node has an optional name it is surrounded in quotations.

model-traits currently provides two types of readers (YAML and smd) and one type of
writer (YAML). However, the library is designed to allow new IO formats to easily be added.
YAML is a text-based data serialization language similar to JSON that is designed to be
human readable (Ben-Kiki et al., n.d.). The YAML input files use keywords to define nodes
in the model graph, examples of which can be found in the model-traits examples. The
the smd reader can read the proprietary attribute file format that the Simmetrix Simulation
Modeling Suite™ writes (Simmetrix Inc. - Mesh Generation, Geometry Access, n.d.).
The implementations of these readers and writer use the extensible IO interface and can be
used as an example for alternative IO formats. To add an IO format, the user only needs to
provide template specializations for the Read and Write functions that are visible in the mt
namespace. Additionally, model-traits supports the use of arbitrary geometric entity types
that do not require wrapper classes or any class inheritance.
During the design phase, a tradeoff between having an open set of IO backends or an open set
of model trait types and shapes had to be made. Based on the authors’ modeling experience,
there is a finite set of model trait types and shapes that are used in practice, whereas there
is an unbounded set of analysis code input file formats. Therefore, the following data shapes
are supported: scalar, dynamic-sized vector, and dynamic-sized dense matrix. Each of these
shapes can have any of the following underlying types: double or float, boolean, integer,
string, null, and expressions.
Expressions can be any invocable type that returns a double and takes up to 4 double arguments and can be converted to a string through to_string for serialization. This interface
is enabled by the NamedFunction class, which uses type erasure (similar to std::function)
to provide a single interface type that does not require inheritance. It is constructible by any
invocable that can be converted to a string through to_string. Additional constructors are
provided that can be used to name an invocable that does not provide a to_string method
such as a lambda or function pointer. For string based expressions, the exprtk library is used
for parsing and evaluation (Partow, 2021). The ExprtkFunction class is a functor that wraps
the exprtk interface and is compatible with NamedFunction.
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